Floor Standing Server Cabinets
The TELMAN series of server racks opens new horizons in performance and value. Designed to exceed
the demanding requirements of the IT market, our series of products offers an excellent combination of
quality, features and cost effectiveness.
Features such as enhanced thermal management, system expandability, multi system compatibility,
structural integrity, security and compliance to internationally recognized standards are joined together
in a rack series that provides exceptional value for your investment.
Equipment from wide range of manufacturers easily installs into the rack. Fully adjustable vertical and
horizontal mounting rails, ensures maximum compatibility. Our server racks are perfect for rackmount
servers including those from Apple, Compaq, Dell, IBM, HP, & Sun.
Features:
All Server Racks feature cold rolled steel frame,
with a 2500 lb weight capacity (1500 lbs. to roll
freely with casters). Each unit comes with one
fixed tray, one sliding, fan tray with 4 fans, casters
and leveling feet built in and other accessories are
are available as an option.

Dimensions:
All of our Server Racks meet EIA Rackmount
Standards. Choose from 19”, widths; heights from
42u with following sizes:
⇒ 600 x 800 MM
⇒ 600 x 1000 MM
⇒ 800 x 1000 MM

Cabinet Accessories
Our Server Racks have multiple options for
shelves, both fixed, adjustable fixed, and
sliding. Select from cantilever or four‐post
mounting. A variety of cable management, power
strips, joining kits, anti‐tip retractable stabilizer
bars, keyboard trays, utility drawers, reducer rails,
blanking/filler panels, adjustable angle brackets
and screws are available.

Cabinet Series
RTE offers two different series to choose as per
desire of client with both space saving models.
⇒ TELMAN‐Black
Front door: Mesh, Back door: Two piece mesh,
Color: Matt Black without shine.
⇒ TELMAN‐Classic
Front door: Tempered Glass, Back door: 2
piece mesh, Color: Ivory powder coated.

Space Saving Design:

Technical Specifications:
⇒ Comply with ANSI/EIA RS‐310‐D, DIN41497
part 1, IEC297‐2, DIN41494 part 7,
GB/T3047.2‐92 standards.
⇒ Compatible with 19‐inch standard, metric
standard and ETSI standard.
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